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SCENARIOS FOR REDUCING PHOSPHORUS LOADINGS
FROM THE POPULATION IN THE DANUBE BASIN

The main tasks, conclusions and recommendations of the "Removal of Phosphate from
Detergents in the Danube Basin" Project will be presented. The study was carried out in
the framework of the Applied Research Programme financed by the Commission of the
European Communities PHARE Programme, co-ordinated by the Danube Programme
Co-ordination Unit (PCU) in Vienna, in connection with the PHARE Regional
Environmental Programme.

Phosphorus is the nutrient which most often limits growth in freshwater systems. To
reduce the load of phosphorus several abatement measures are available. Two types of
measures were analysed in the present study: introduction of P-reduced/P-free
detergents and P-removal from waste waters. The overall objective of the Project was to
support the riparian countries in the Danube Basin to eliminate phosphorous from
detergents as soon as technically possible and economically and environmentally
justified. The scenarios for P-removal, the environmental effects of substitutes of P and
other surfactants and the proposal for the Danube Action Programme for P-reduced -
P/free Detergents will be discussed.
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DAUGAVA HYDROENERGY AND ECOLOGY

1. Daugava is forth largest river in Baltic sea basin and largest river of Latvia. Like
Danube in Central Europe, Daugava is the river of Baltic civilisation. Many folk songs,
tales an myths we can read about this river in Latvian, Russian, Polish. There are the
roots of Latvian culture. From ancient times Daugava is known as the "ebonit river"
Eridanus, Rubon, Wein, Dvina. From 5 century A.C. Daugava is a well known vikings
water maggistrale from North to South.

2. In 1939 was built first hydro electric power station, in 1965, second, in 1974, third on
this river and was crated Daugava damn system. Productivity from fishing falls down
2000 times, pollution increased. It was reason, why in 1987 building of forth Daugava
HES was stopped. About future of Daugava hydro electric power stations damn
system future Latvian society have discussions until this time.
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3. Ecological problem no. 1 on Daugava is pollution, because Daugava is the main
resource of fresh water for 70 % of Latvina population. Problem no 2 is connected with
safety of banks of Baltic sea, because 24 mljn. t. sand Daugava leaves on the bottom of
artificial dames, not on sea cost. Problem no 3 is loosing of recreative function of river
and Daugava landscapes. Problem no. 4 - lack of Daugav monitoring system. In 1989,
when after catastrophe on Bielorussia chemical combinat in Novopolock river was
polluted with 5 tons of cyanide. Latvia get know about it only after observing of death
fishes in our territory. Other problem is Ignalina nuclear power plant in Lithuania -
30 km from banks of Daugava.

4. What to do?

One of possibilities is destroying of damns, but it is unreal. Now in Latvia are founded
Fund of Daugava, which unite all selfgovernments, which are settled near the river. Fund
of Daugava, supported by State, have a special recreative programme. Ministry of
Environment of Latvia are working on Daugava monitoring system introducing. There
are some plans together with Scandinavian countries to built new water cleaning stations.
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PHILOSOPHY OF RIVER PROBLEMS: LOCAL TO REGIONAL, STATIC TO MOBILE.

According to the statistics, thirteen of the twenty-five major river basins in Europe are
basins of transboundary rivers. The Danube river basin is the largest transboundary river
basin in Europe. Almost in each case the local and regional problems arise, like division
of fishing rights (or rights on river beds), right to claim tolls on navigation,-how to adjust
boundaries if the channel moves, or rights to claim duty on crossing the river, or to build
bridges, weirs, etc. All the above problems on a larger scale include also rights of non-
contiguous lands (i.e. not fronting on the river) to use the river for navigation, for passage
of migrating fish, to exploit river (e.g. bed sediments) with or without damage by one
country or society to another below. Similarly, pollution and large-scale removal of water,
are problems on regional or national levels. Disputes usually arise from the above, more
or less exacerbated by their superimposition or other non-river problems, e.g. religion,
politics, historical issues, recent agression, relative prosperity, expanding economy vs.
contrasting economy. May be cause or consequence of many of these. And somewhere
here is likely the case of Gabii°kovo on Danube between Slovakia and Hungary, as well.
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